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To investigate the mechanism of structural changes of a peptide nanotube and water confined inside the
channel, the helical peptide tryptophylglycine monohydrate (WG‚H2O) was studied by molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations using the three-dimension parallel MD programddgmq(software package) and a consistent
force field. Simulations were performed on both the water-containing system and a model system without
water molecules. The details of the structural behavior with temperature are investigated for the entire simulated
temperature range. Phase transitions were obtained at 115, 245, 270, 310, and 385 K, due to the contributions
of both the peptide and the confined water subsystems. The crystalline, amorphous, liquidlike, liquid, and
superheated phases of water were observed in the temperature ranges 40-115, 115-245, 245-310, 310-
385, and>385 K, respectively. At 300 K, the diffusion constant of the confined water is 0.46× 10-5 cm2

s-1, a value comparable to that of other peptide nanotubes. The empty peptide system melts at 440 K.
Mechanisms of the negative thermal expansion (NTE) along the tube axis were investigated for different
temperature ranges. The contraction of the crystalline water (or amorphous water) draws also the tube walls
in and leads to NTE below 245 K. The other NTEs appear to be connected to the collapse of the ice network
or the solid peptide network between 245 K and room temperature or from 310 to 440 K, respectively.

1. Introduction

Following the discoveries of self-assembling peptide sys-
tems,1,2 synthetic and natural supramolecular tubular assemblies
have become of great interest owing to their potential use as
cross-membrane conduits,3,4 as membrane piercing antibacteri-
als,5 and, in the case of synthetic systems, as model systems
for natural tubular systems such as porins and ion-channel
proteins.4,6 In 1993, Ghadiri and co-workers1 demonstrated that
nanotubes can be self-assembled by a process based on
â-sheetlike interactions between macrocyclicD,L-peptides.
Subsequent work by Ghadiri and several others4,7-11 revealed
other examples of polypeptide architecture that could lead to
nanotube formation through vertical stacking of cyclic peptides.
In the chemical literature, these peptidic systems have received
significant interest because of their properties, but the alternative
use of carbon nanotubes12 has also been the focus of strong
efforts.

It was recently found by Go¨rbitz that certain linearL,L-
dipeptides also form peptide nanotubes.9 In L-Leu-L-Leu (LL),
L-Leu-L-Phe (LF), andL-Phe-L-Leu (FL), four dipeptide mol-
ecules form the outskirt of a hydrophilic region, which contains
water molecules in the core channel. The four dipeptide
molecules display a pseudotetragonal symmetry, with a water-
filled channel of 10 Å diameter. In a similar way, the crystal

structure of six dipeptide molecules ofL-Phe-L-Phe (FF) create
a somewhat larger channel.

Tryptophylglycine monohydrate (WG‚H2O, Figure 1)10,11 is
another example of a dipeptide that forms an extended, one-
dimensional, water-filled tubular structure. This system displays
several unusual features, one in particular being uniaxial
negative thermal expansion along the tube axis.11 Here, the
symmetry is truly tetragonal, with space group symmetryP41.
The tube axis is parallel to the tetragonalc-axis. Compared to
the rather confined volumes in the channels of LL and LF with
dimensions of 2.5× 6.0 Å and FL with 4.0× 6.0 Å, the internal
cross section of the WG nanotube, 8.3× 8.3 Å, is relatively
large. WG is a dipeptide expressed in the human hypophysis.
The activity of this compound is not yet known. It was located
as a fluorescent hypophyseal extract from adult human brains.13

Vellucci and Webster found a sedative effect in mice, evidenced
by a decreased locomotor and exploratory activity.14 They
further found that WG also reduces rectal temperature, decreases
the convulsive action of the drug leptazol, and increases the
antileptazol effect of diazepam in mice.
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Figure 1. Tryptophylglycine.
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Water confined inside nanotubes is also attracting new
interest. Water already exhibits a rich spectrum of phase
behavior in the bulk.15-19 Investigations of water confined inside
a nanotube found different crystalline structures and phase
transitions compared to the bulk case.20-26 Molecular dynamics
simulations have been used to study a few nanotubular systems.
For a cyclic octapeptide system with internal dimensions similar
to those of WG‚H2O, MD simulations of an isolated tube of 10
such molecules in water revealed the dynamics of the water
molecules inside the channels.20 In another simulation, Hummer
et al.21 investigated the channeling of water molecules through
a carbon nanotube of 8.1 Å diameter. In this system, the water
molecules are only subject to van der Waals interactions with
the carbon atoms of the nanotube (unlike the hydrogen bonds
linking water and peptide molecules as in WG, Figure 2). The
hydrophobic carbon nanotubes were spontaneously filled with
a one-dimensionally ordered chain of water molecules. Koga
et al.24 reported the existence of new ice phases and confined
phase transitions in water encapsulated in carbon nanotubes.

We have recently used molecular dynamics simulation to
model several crystal structures. By introducing a compensating
pressure tensor field, it is possible to reproduce the lattice con-
stants and angles with a precision comparable to the experi-
mental measurements.27 This technique was used successfully
for the simulation of the commensurate-incommensurate phase
transition in the hexamethylenetetramine suberate system.28

To gain insight into the origin of any phase transition and
negative thermal expansion along tube axis, we decided to apply
MD techniques to WG‚H2O.

2. Methods and Model

2.1. Program. Molecular dynamics simulations were per-
formed using the parallel MD programddgmq, which was
principally designed for the simulation of dense materials in
three dimensions (3D) with periodic boundary conditions.29 The
time evolution of a set of interacting atoms is obtained by
integrating their Newton’s equations of motion using the
leapfrog-Verlet algorithm, with a time step of 1.0 fs. Inddgmq,

molecules are modeled as a number of atoms connected by a
network of bonds. All atoms interact with all other “nonbonded”
atoms through pair potentials. In the present case, the nonbonded
pair potentials are the Lennard-Jones (LJ) 9-6 and the Cou-
lombic potentials. Bonded potentials include terms to describe
bond stretching, bond angle bending, torsional rotations, and
out-of-plane deformations. All the high-frequency modes as-
sociated with hydrogen atoms in CH2 groups were removed
using special constraints.30 The truncation range of nonbonded
pair potentials is 9 Å.

2.2. Starting Model and Force Field.All potential param-
eters are taken from a second-generation consistent force field
(CFF).31,32 All charges were calculated by the equilibration
approach included in the Cerius2 package,33,34which estimates
the appropriate values according to the molecular geometry and
the atomic electronegativities. This approach allows the charges
to respond to changes in the environment. Charges were
calculated from the starting model and thereafter kept fixed
during the MD runs. The starting model was taken from the
120 K single-crystal structure of Birkedal et al.11 The coordinate
system was chosen withZ parallel to the crystallographicc-axis.
Lattice constants and angles of the starting structure are indicated
in Table 1. The simulation system contains 2× 2 × 20 unit
cells with 11 840 atoms (32× 32× 104 Å). The Ewald method
is applied to handle the Coulombic potential.35,36In ddgmq, three
parameters control the convergence of the Ewald summation,

Figure 2. Simulated crystal structure of WG‚H2O at 40 K (one time step shown): (a)xy plane and (b)xz plane. To clearly show the hydrogen-
bonding scheme, some dipeptide molecules were removed from the figure. Four columns of WG molecules connected by hydrogen bonds in a
helical structure form a nanotube; a water helix is confined within the nanotube. The connection between different nanotubes is via the hydrogen
bond “3”. Along thec direction, the framework of the tube is mainly supported by hydrogen bonding to the terminal carboxylate group.

TABLE 1: Lattice Constants and Angles at 120 and 295 Ka

T/K system a/Å b/Å c/Å R/deg â/deg γ/deg

120 experiment 16.012 16.012 5.207 90.00 90.00 90.00
MD, hyd 16.0134 16.0138 5.2064 89.996 89.998 90.000
MD, anhyd 16.287 16.285 5.1274 89.994 90.004 90.017

295 experiment 16.164 16.164 5.199 90.00 90.00 90.00
MD, hyd 16.2632 16.2763 5.1572 89.971 89.988 90.013
MD, anhyd 16.3955 16.4016 5.1433 90.000 89.994 90.003

a Experimental data and the simulations with (hyd) and without
(anhyd) water are indicated. The anhydrous result cannot be compared
directly to the experimental data because the two systems are inherently
different.
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R, KMAX, andRMAX.27 They were given values of 0.28 Å-1, 8.0
Å, and 9.0 Å, respectively.

2.3. MD Procedures.Prior to varying the temperature, the
structure was equilibrated at 120 K at constantV. For a perfect
force-field and a large enough sample, the result of this
procedure should coincide with the experimental results.
However, due primarily to the deficiencies in the generic force
field, the experimental lattice parameters are in general not
accurately reproduced. To correct this effect, a compensating
pressure tensor was determined at 120 K and applied throughout
all further simulations. In an initial 550 psNVT(constant number
of particles, volume, and temperature) run at 120 K, the starting
system was brought to equilibrium while the lattice constants
were kept unchanged. This allowed us to determine the pressure
tensor, which is diagonal owing to tetragonal symmetryPxx )
Pyy ) 3121 bar,Pzz ) 7441 bar,Pxy ) Pxz ) Pyz ) 0. In the
next step, the system was equilibrated at the same temperature
underNPT conditions (constant number of particles, pressure,
and temperature) with the compensating pressure tensor applied.
The lattice parameters obtained at equilibrium are shown in
Table 1. The validity of the compensating pressure tensor at
other temperatures can be checked by comparison of the
simulation results and experimental measurements.

2.4. MD Runs. Two independent peptide systems were
studied: one containing water molecules and one without. The
former is equivalent to the experimental results at low temper-
ature, while the latter was studied in order to gain insight into
the role of water with respect to the negative thermal expansion
and to investigate the stability of the water-free peptide tube in
the crystalline environment. The same pressure tensor was used
in both simulations. Lattice constants and angles listed in Table
1 result from the system after reaching equilibrium at 120 K.

The first simulation was carried out with water inside the
nanotube. At 120 K, the equilibrated system was both heated
at a rate of 1 K/ps to 450 K and cooled at-1 K/ps to 40 K by
NPTdynamics including the compensating pressure tensor. TGA
experimental observations indicated that the confined water is
lost in the temperature range from 317 to about 420 K. However,
our MD simulations were carried out within 3-D periodic
boundary conditions, which do not allow the water to leave the
system. Therefore, this first simulation focus mainly on the
temperature range before the water is lost.

To simulate the system after the water has evaporated, another
simulation was performed by simply removing the water from
the channel. The starting structure was the same as the first
simulation, except for the absence of the water molecules. All
charges were calculated from this starting model by the
equilibration approach. The system was equilibrated underNPT
conditions with the same compensating pressure tensor applied.
The equilibrated system was then heated at a rate of 1 K/ps
from 120 to 520 K.

3. Results

3.1. Simulation with Water-Containing Channels.We first
describe the system containing water in which we observe
several phase transitions.

3.1.1. Lattice Constants and Phase Transitions.The lattice
constants of both simulated systems are presented in Figure 3.
A change of slope of the lattice constants at a specific
temperature indicates a phase transition. Such slope changes
can be observed at about 115, 245, 270, 310, and 385 K for the
water-containing channel represented in Figure 3a,b. In this
simulation, the lattice angles did not deviate from 90° up to
385 K. A phase transition occurring in the peptide or the water

subsystem can cause changes in lattice parameters. Both
subsystems will be studied to elucidate the mechanism of these
transitions. Table 1 compares the lattice constants with the
experimental results at 295 K. The largest deviation of the lattice
constants is 0.8% and the angles agree well with experiment.
This indicates that the estimation of the thermal expansion is
fair. Most significantly, the simulations reproduce the observed
negative thermal expansion11 along the tube axis (Figure 3b).

Figure 4a shows the mean square displacements (MSDs) of
all atoms, oxygen atoms of water, and peptide nitrogen atoms
of the peptide. The N atoms display very small MSDs, which
increase uniformally with temperature over the entire simulation
range, except for a change of slope at 385 K. This is in
accordance with the corresponding increase of the thermal
(kinetic) energy of the system. The MSD of all the atoms shows
slope changes at 115, 245, 270, 310, and 385 K. With
contributions from both entities, these values are intermediary.
The MSD of the water’s oxygen atoms displays a drastically
different behavior with strong slope changes at these temper-
atures, indicating an increase of the water mobility, which can
be interpreted as phase transitions. Note that after the transitions,
all the water is still confined within the nanotubes, owing to
the periodic boundary conditions imposed on our simulation.
Figure 4b indicates changes of intermolecular van der Waals
energy of the system in both simulations. For the water-
containing channel, the phase transitions at 245 and 270 K are
accompanied with a drop of 3.3 kJ mol-1 in the van der Waals
energy occurring between 245 and 310 K. This energy drop is
comparable to that (3.7 kJ mol-1)) in confined TIP4P water
between two parallel walls38 and that (7.0 kJ mol-1) at the
freezing transition of TIP4P bulk water.39 In this temperature
range, this is due to the breaking of hydrogen bonds between
water molecule and tube wall and between water molecules.
The details of the transition mechanisms are illustrated in the
next section.

3.1.2. Mechanisms of Phase Transitions.Phase transitions
usually correspond to changes in the structure. Their mechanism
can be investigated by studying the details of the structures
revealed by the simulations. Seven different types of hydrogen

Figure 3. Simulated lattice constants of WG‚H2O. Parts a and b display
the results for the water-containing system, while parts c and d refer
to the water-free system. Blue lines indicate thea-axis, dashed black
lines theb-axis, and red lines thec-axis. For the water-filled channels,
the changes of slope in a and b indicate phase transitions near 115,
245, 270, 310, and 385 K. In the water-free system, the onset of
differences between thea- andb-axes at∼450 K indicates of loss of
symmetry.
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bonds (HBs) can be identified in the optimized low-temperature
(40 K) structure (see Table 2 and Figure 2). Four of them [two
NH3‚‚‚OC bonds (1 in Figure 2), one NH‚‚OC bond involving
the amide nitrogen (2 in Figure 2), and an additional NH‚‚‚OC
bond with the indole nitrogen (3 in Figure 2)] are connected to
the neighboring WG molecules. Two HBs [one OH‚‚‚OC (4 in
Figure 2) bond and one NH3‚‚‚OH bond (5 in Figure 2)] link
WG and a water molecule, and one bond connects water
molecules (6 in Figure 2).

Figure 2 shows that the peptide framework is maintained by
hydrogen bonds linking the terminal COO group of the dipeptide
alongc and that the peptide channels are connected by hydrogen
bonds of type 3 (HB 3) in thexy (a andb) direction. One helix
of water molecules and the surrounding peptide framework form
a channel interconnected by hydrogen bonds of types 4 and 5
(HB 4 and HB 5). It is thus reasonable to expect that the changes
in lattice constants at the phase transitions are linked to changes
in the terminal OCCN torsion angles of WG and the number of
hydrogen bonds of type 3. The temperature evolution of these
parameters is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows that the
changes of torsion angles OCCN with temperature present the
same features as the behavior of the lattice constantc. The
temperature dependence of the torsion angles changes slopes
at approximately the same phase-transition temperatures found
for the lattice constants. As illustrated in Figure 5b, the number
of hydrogen bonds of type HB 3 smoothly decreases with
temperature following the changes of the lattice constantsa and
b up to about 200 K, above which the number of HB 3’s
stabilizes. The number of hydrogen bonds of this type decreases
by 50% from 40 to 200 K. This causes the tryptophan indole
rings, connected by HB 3, to release their hydrogen bonds and
to extend their distribution into a larger volume. The system
increases its dynamical disorder from 40 to 200 K.

A more detailed analysis of the structure reveals the origin
of the phase transitions. The OCCN torsion angles present the
combined effect of changes of HB types 1, 2, 4, and 5. Parts c
and d of Figure 5 show the numbers of changes of HB types 4
and 5 and HB types 1 and 2, respectively. HB 4 and 5 represent
the only connections between water molecules and the channel
walls below 245 K. Figure 5c shows that almost all water

molecules are bonded to the tube walls at 40 K. The numbers
of HB 4 and HB 5 start to decrease at about 115 and 245 K,
respectively. Most of them are broken in the temperature range
from 245 to 310 K. In our model, the total number of hydrogen
bonds change from 320 to 180 for HB 5 and from 320 to 60
for HB 4. A new hydrogen bond connecting the water hydrogen
atom of HB 4 to the oxygen of the terminal COO group of the
dipeptide framework appears at higher temperatures. Its number
increases to 60 for the whole MD system at 310 K. These new
hydrogen bonds shift their location from the center to the end
of the frame. A total of about 400 hydrogen bonds were broken
in this temperature range, resulting in a large decrease of the
intermolecular van der Waals energy in Figure 4b. HB 1 and 2
in Figure 5d span the walls of the nanotube. Some discontinuities
can be observed at 80, 115, 180, 200, 245, 270, 310, and 370
K in the slope of both hydrogen bond numbers, and each of
them corresponds to a change in the slope of the temperature
dependence of the lattice constants. However, all these changes
are relatively minor when compared to the dramatic changes in
lattice constants as a result of water phase transitions or dipeptide
melting. Consequently, the confined water molecules play an
important role in the phase transitions of the whole system.

3.1.3. Phases and Mobility of Confined Water.The water
molecules enclosed in the peptide nanotube form a subsystem
coupled to the peptide via hydrogen bonds. The previous
discussion revealed that the water molecules play an important
role in the phase transition of the whole system. The richness
of phase behavior is well-known for bulk water. The difference
between the HB network present in confined water and bulk
water suggests that the two systems behave differently.

The radial distribution function (RDF) can provide strong
evidence of phase transitions of water molecules.40 Our simula-
tion results were used to generate radial distribution functions
of O···O and O···H distances (Figure 6). Figure 6 shows a first
peak ingOO(r) at 2.75-2.8 Å, and a first and second peaks in
gOH(r) at 1.85 and 3.05-3.15 Å, which is in agreement with
those for confined water in the simulations of Engels et al.20

From the mean squares displacements of water oxygen atoms
and the lattice constants of peptide system, different phases of
confined water can be identified in the following temperature
ranges.

The well-ordered crystalline phase exists from 40 to 115 K.
Experimental observations indicate an ordered array of water
molecules in this temperature range. Figure 7a shows a helical
structure of water molecules at 40 K. For each water molecule,
one hydrogen atom is bonded to the peptide wall by HB 4; each
oxygen atom is bonded to both walls by HB 5 and to a hydrogen
atom from a nearby water molecule by HB 6. The remaining
hydrogen atom is bonded to an oxygen atom from a neighboring

Figure 4. (a) Mean square displacements (MSDs) of all atoms, of the O atom of the water molecules, and of the N atom of the peptide molecules
in the hydrated system and of all atoms in the anhydrous system. (b) Intermolecular van der Waals energy of both simulations.

TABLE 2: Hydrogen-Bond Types and Connecting Atoms in
the Water-Containing System

HB type connecting atoms

1 NH3‚‚‚OC(1), NH3‚‚‚OC(2)
2 amide nitrogen NH‚‚‚OC
3 indole nitrogen NH‚‚‚OC
4 water OH‚‚‚OC
5 NH3‚‚‚OH water
6 water OH‚‚‚OH water
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water molecule with HB 6. At 3 kbar, ice-nine (ice IX) shows
the same 4-fold helicoidal ordered crystalline structure below
165 K.41

An amorphous, disordered phase lacking long-range order
exists from 115 to 245 K (Figure 6a,b38). Differences from the
crystalline phase appear on the second and third peaks in the
O···O RDF along with a merging of the fifth and sixth peaks in
the O···H RDF. The origin of this transition is the breaking of
HB 4, which is shown in Figure 5c. The loss of this HB 4
releases the corresponding hydrogen atom and allows the related
atoms to modify their positions. With the decrease of the number
of HB 4, the water molecules increase their disorder. This is
the origin of the phase transition of water molecules from the
crystalline to the amorphous phase. Experimental results
revealed disordered water molecules at 120 K.11 In the bulk
case, the disordered phase of ice-three (ice III) has the same
structure as ice-nine with different ordering at 3 kbar and above
165 K.42

Above 245 K, a first-order phase transition from amorphous
ice to liquidlike phase can be detected. This transition is due to
massive breaking of HB 4 and 5, which originate from a sudden
increase of the OCCN torsion angle of the peptide system. Some
water molecules are disordered in the channel and the helical
structure partly evolves after the transition. From ice to liquidlike
phase, the value ofgOO(r) RDF increases suddenly from 3.2 to
3.8 Å. Figure 7c illustrates the liquidlike ice structures of water
molecules at 260 K. Experiment found that the liquidlike water
confined inside carbon nanotubes transforms into a new solid
form, i.e., ice nanotube, at 235 K.43 Similar phenomena were
also obtained in simulations.23,24

In Figure 6e, from 260 to 300 K,gOO(r) increases in the range
from 3.1 to 3.9 Å and decreases from 4.2 to 4.5 Å. This indicates
that the water transforms from liquidlike to a complete liquid

phase. At 310 K, the water molecules change their mobility.
This can be deduced from the MSD in Figure 4a. Figure 6e
shows the disappearance of many peaks from 300 to 330 K.
Figure 7d shows the water configuration at 360 K. The water
helix observed at 40 K is replaced by water clusters. Most water
molecules have released their connections to the channel wall.
One more phase transition can be found over about 385 K. This
phase has been called superheated water.44 In this temperature
range, the simulated encapsulated water may be quite different
from the real confined water.

Our confined water can be treated as quasi-one-dimensional
(Q1D) water in the 4.2 Å radius peptide tube.23 The self-
diffusion coefficient (D) of water along the tube axis can be
calculated from the mean square displacement〈[R(t)]2〉 with D
) 〈[R(t)]2〉/(6 × t). The values are 0.07× 10-5, 0.23× 10-5,
0.46 × 10-5, and 0.83× 10-5 cm2 s-1 for the temperature
ranges of 245-275, 275-295, 295-380, and>380 K, respec-
tively. In previous simulations, the self-diffusion coefficients
of confined water were 0.44× 10-5 at 298 K for a 3.4 Å radius
peptide tube20 and 0.27× 10-5 at 305 K for 2 Å radius of the
gramicidin A channel.45 The experimental result is 2.3× 10-5

cm2 s-1 at 298 K in bulk water.46 Compared to bulk water, the
smaller self-diffusion coefficient in the present case is due to
HB 4 and 5 and the “new” HB, which limit the water molecule
displacement in the channel.

Details about themobility of the water molecules inside the
dipeptide channel can also be obtained by examining the tem-
perature-dependent coordinates of typical water oxygen atoms.

Figure 8 shows thex, y, and z coordinates of five water
oxygen atoms having different initialz locations. At tempera-
tures below 250 K, the water molecules fluctuate about their
equilibrium positions with a small thermal displacement. At 250
K, a few water molecules are slightly displaced. In the

Figure 5. Variations of the OCCN torsion angles and numbers of different hydrogen bonds. (a) OCCN torsion angles at the end of the dipeptide
framework. (b) Number of hydrogen bonds of type 3. (c) Number of hydrogen bonds between water molecules and the tube wall. (d) Number of
hydrogen bonds between dipeptides within each nanotube.
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temperature range from 250 to 310 K, due to their separation
from the wall, some of the water molecules can move freely in
thexy plane but only in a limited range alongz. This is due to
the fact that many of them are still bonded to the walls, thus
limiting their displacement. Above 310 K, most of the water
molecules are separated from the walls and begin to form
clusters. The water molecules can thus move freely along the
tube. The displacement alongz can be as much as 12 Å in the
simulation. The flow of water can be observed in Figure 8a. In

a finite crystal, the water molecules would be able to leave the
channel, thus causing a mass loss of the real system.

A significant mass loss was observed by TGA measurements.
The experimental observation which starts at 317 K is close to
our simulation value of 310 K. TGA showed different levels of
mass loss that qualitatively agree with the present simulated
water mobility level (or self-diffusion coefficient).

3.2. Simulation Results for the Anhydrous Nanotube.The
anhydrous nanotube is stable, indicating that the tubular peptide

Figure 6. The calculated radial distribution functionsgOO(r) andgOH(r) in different temperature ranges.
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structure might be expected to be observable experimentally.
Figure 3c,d reveals a dramatic change in the lattice constants
at 440 K. Negative thermal expansion of the lattice is not
observed in the temperature range from 120 to 310 K. The lattice
angles do not deviate from 90° up to 450 K. Figure 4a shows
the mean square displacement changes at 440 and 470 K. The
framework molecules melt at 440 K. Above 435 K a decom-
position of the dipeptide is observed experimentally and the
sample changes from white to yellow. Figure 4b presents
changes of the van der Waals energy of the system and shows
clearly a slope change from 420 to 440 K, which in the
simulation corresponds to the framework melting. Figure 5a,b,d
indicates some transitions inherent in peptide system. We
observe some common features at 180, 245, 270, 370, 420, and
440 K in both hydrated and anhydrous systems. Some of them
represent important changes of the whole system, such as 245,
270, and 440 K. It is interesting to find that the pure peptide
system exhibits some characteristic temperatures similar to water
at 270 and 370 K.

3.3. Mechanism of NTE.Negative thermal expansion along
the tube axis can be observed in both simulations. According
to the lattice constant changes in Figure 3b,d, the simulations
can be divided into two temperature ranges. Below room
temperature, only the hydrated simulation reproduces NTE,
whereas above room temperature both simulations indicate NTE.

Below room temperature, the confined water is the obvious
reason leading to the negative thermal expansion of thec lattice
constant. In Figure 5c, changes in HB 4 and 5 connecting water
to the peptide provide information on their interactions. Figure
6a,b shows that below 240 K the distances of the third to sixth
nearest oxygen pairs and second and third oxygen-hydrogen
pairs decrease. Note that the third peak located between 5.05
and 5.25 Å should be equal to thec lattice constant in the

crystalline phase. Figure 6a shows that the third peak shifts from
5.25 to 5.05 Å when the temperature changes from 40 to 120
K. The systemic lattice constantc changes from 5.219 to 5.206
Å in the same temperature range. Thus, the confined water
contracts much faster than the peptide. As a consequence, the
water molecules force the channel wall to contract by means of
HB 4 and 5. In this process, the weaker HB 3 disappears, which
also contributes to the shortening of the wall along the channel
direction. The structural change observed in the peptide (as
shown in Figure 5a,c) accelerates the decreasing of HB 4 at
about 180 K. The significant structural change of the peptide
at 245 K causes HB 4 and 5 to decrease dramatically. This leads
to a release of most of the water molecules from the wall. They
partly possess a liquid property that can be identified in Figure
6c,d. The second nearest O-O pair shifts from 4.18 to 4.10 Å
(Figure 6c), inducing a decrease of the lattice constantc through
the wall contact. Below room temperature, the contraction of
the confined water is much stronger than the potential expansion
tendency of the anhydrous channel, thus leading to the unusual
thermal expansion. Figure 5b,c shows that the main contribution
of the confined water is over at 310 K in the channel direction
and at 200 K ina andb directions.

Above room temperature, both simulations reproduced NTE
of lattice constantc. In the anhydrous case, increases of thermal
energy cause weaker intermolecular interactions; HB 3 and 2
decrease at 310 and 350 K (Figure 5b,d). This leads to the
involved oxygen and hydrogen atoms becoming partly free with
increases of their mean square displacements (Figure 9). With
the reordering of the HB network around the COO group, the
channel wall formed by the framework retracts in the channel
direction. Figure 9 shows the melting of the peptide system with
an important increase of the mean square displacements of all
atoms at 440 K. The lattice constantc greatly decreases with

Figure 7. Structures of the water molecules at different temperatures. (a) Crystalline phase at 40 K. All water molecules are bonded to the peptide
nanotube walls forming a well-ordered helix. (b) At 180 K, water molecules form an amorphous and disordered phase. (c) Liquidlike phase at 260
K. Some links with the walls are broken and some water molecules move a short distance. (d) Liquid phase at 360 K. Most water molecules are
disconnected from the wall and start to form clusters. They can move a long distance in the tube.
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the collapse of the HB network. The mechanism of NTE for
the water-containing system is similar to the water-free case
above room temperature.

4. Discussion

The thermal expansion of the anhydrous nanotube system is
positive below room temperature, in contrast to the hydrated
system (Figure 3). This indicates that the negative thermal
expansion along the tube axis is caused by the water molecules
included in the channel. This is in agreement with the model
proposed on the basis of experimental observations.11 The model
arising from these simulations is akin to the situation found in

bulk water: the loss of hydrogen bonds leads to a more compact
packing of the system. In water, this phenomenon is responsible
for the negative volume change when melting. Here the effect
is uniaxial due to the nature of the nanotube system.

Water loss is a continuous process from 317 to 420 K.47 After
the rupture of the HB between water and the wall and the
increase in the mobility, more and more water molecules escape
from the channel. The likelihood is that most water molecules
evaporate, whereas a small number of gaslike water molecules
still remain inside with a very limited interaction with the tube.
Our anhydrous system is just a reasonable model for the real
case at higher temperatures.

On the other hand, the use of two simulations on chemically
inequivalent systems, i.e., the hydrated containing and anhydrous
channel, leads to some questions about the chemical interpreta-
tion of our results. The two simulations have a common range
when the water leaves the channel at temperatures from 317 to
420 K. For continuity reasons, all the properties of the system
in the water-free simulation should be the same as in the first
simulation at the common temperature. The second simulation
was initiated with a hypothetical model that is identical to the
first, but without water molecules. This might theoretically create
a matching problem of the two models at the common
temperature. Fortunately, after heating from 120 to 370 K, all
results of both model calculations were practically identical at
temperatures near 370 K. This guarantees that the second
simulation can be interpreted as a continuation of the first. It is
interesting to note that the model presented here predicts indeed
that the anhydrous dipeptide channel is also stable in the crystal

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of five oxygen atoms of water molecules from different initialz locations. Coordinates in the (a)z direction,
(b) x direction, and (c)y direction. The water molecules are bound to their equilibrium positions with a small thermal displacement at temperatures
below 250 K. They can move short distances in the temperature range from 250 to 310 K. Water molecules can move a long distance (>10 Å) in
the z direction with temperatures higher than 310 K.

Figure 9. Mean square displacements of different atom types in the
anhydrous peptide system. O- belongs to the COO group, H+ to NH3,
HC is the hydrogen connected to carbon, C is the carbon in the channel
wall, and Cp is the carbon in double rings.
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at temperatures below 373 K. Experiments to confirm this
prediction are currently under way.

The refined structure at 120 K suggests that the HB 4 connects
water hydrogen to oxygen in the terminal carboxylate group
rather than the keto group, which appears in the MD simulation
result at 40 K. The same types of HB are found experimentally
in temperatures above 245 K. The total number of both HBs
are almost the same at 310 K, with the total number of them
being one-third that below 200 K. The cause of this disparity
can be due to many factors. Perhaps the most important of which
is the nature of the force field.

The result shows that the confined water changes its mobility
at 310 K, which is close to normal human body temperature. If
this phenomenon is related to some physiological activity, it is
still unclear and awaits further study.

5. Conclusions

The structure and phase properties of the tryptophylglycine
monohydrate system result from the combined studies of two
subsystems. Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out
using theddgmqsoftware and a consistent force field. Two
simulations with and without water molecules were performed
to model two different temperature ranges. The simulated results
agree well with the experiment and provide structural details
of the mechanisms of phase transition. Different states of water
molecules were observed in the nanotube at different temper-
ature ranges. At temperatures below 115 K, the water molecules
exhibit crystalline order and form helical structures. At tem-
peratures between 115 and 245 K, the water molecules are
slightly disordered, although a helical structure remains. The
liquidlike phase of water exists from 245 to 270 K. At
temperatures above 310 K, the water molecules are mobile and
form freely moving clusters in the nanotube channel. Below
245 K, the contraction of the crystalline and amorphous water
affects the channel wall and causes the negative expansion of
the system along the wall direction. The collapse of the solid
water HB and peptide HB networks leads to the shortening of
the channel walls in the temperature range from 245 to 310 K
and above 310 K. This MD simulation not only reproduces well
the experimental observations but also gives some insight into
the mechanisms of phase transitions and negative thermal
expansion.
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